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From The Secretary’s Desk  

2019 was a year of  many changes. Following the demise of our chairperson, Ernest 
Deenadayalan last year, we started the year with a memorial service remembering fondly 
the contributions of our founding member. The managing committee of The Other Media 
too, witnessed change with new members taking office.  

In the past year, The Other Media’s efforts have converged under our main programmes, 
namely Community Environmental Monitoring, Coastal Resource Centre, Healthy Energy 
Initiative and the International Campaign for Justice in Bhopal. Through this report, we are 
pleased to provide a brief look into The Other Media’s work in 2019-2020. 

Looking ahead, we hope to carry forward into the next year our initiatives with the hope 
that it has a meaningful impact on the lives and livelihoods of the communities we strive to 
support.  

K. Saravanan  

General Secretary  



Our Activities  
Campaign staff and volunteers associated with The Other Media have carried out the 
following work in the year 2019-2020.  

• Mapping of livelihood spaces, and land, river and sea use by local communities. This 
has helped secure livelihood commons, guarantee access pathways to sea and resolve 
disputes over fishing grounds between fishing villages. 

• Publication and dissemination among coastal communities of fact sheets and 
infographics on environmental laws protecting coastal areas and natural resources. 

• Educating coastal communities on climate change, sea level rise and the need for long-
term housing, and their rights under the Constitution and the Coastal Regulation Zone 
Notification, 2011 and 2018.  

• Community maps prepared by programs of The Other Media have been included in 
the coastal zone management plans of Tamilnadu.  

• In collaboration with the Healthy Energy Initiative program of The Other Media, took air 
samples from 20 locations in Chennai and published a report on the state of air quality 
in the city. 

• Documentation of socio-cultural and economic relationships of communities with 
Poromboke commons. 

• Providing legal training/capacity building, legal support and tools to communities to 
hold polluters and environmental offenders accountable. 

• Supporting Demand for Long Term Housing for Coastal Fisherfolk  

• Training communities for environmental monitoring, monitoring air quality in pollution 
impacted regions, assisting communities in understanding and critiquing EIAs. 



• Published report on air quality in several cities of India in collaboration with different 
partners, including State Health Resource Centre (Chattisgarh), Doctors for Clean Air-
Chattisgarh and Doctors for Clean Air- Tamil Nadu. 

• Carried out multimedia environmental sampling exercises and published reports to 
help communities with evidence to support legal cases against pollution. 

• Carried out health study with traffic police in Chennai  

• Health camp conducted in North Chennai  

• We helped a collective of clean air enthusiasts in launching an exhibition titled as 
“Breathless” for World Environment Day 2019  

• We participated in the Energy Finance Conference organised by IIT Madras and the 
National Clean Air Summit in Bangalore  

• Hospital based air monitoring networks were set up in Jaipur and Gauwhati  

• Doctors for Clean Air - Tamilnadu and Pondicherry Chapter was launched  

• Carried out a baseline health assessment in Cheyyur region of Tamilnadu   

• Carried out health studies to help communities assert their right to health.  

• Supporting the Bhopal Gas survivors, and also maintaining the Bhopal Museum for gas 
tragedy.  

The Other Media will continue to offer support to local communities in their efforts to 
secure the environment, livelihoods, well-being, and their right to a life of dignity.  



People 
The small and dedicated team of staff include  

•K Saravanan – Chennai  

•Pooja Kumar – Chennai  

•Dr. Vishvaja Sambath – Chennai  

•Arul Prakash – Chennai  

•Prasanth J – Chennai  

•Muthumari - Chennai 

•S. Palayam – Chennai  

•Krishna Elumalai – Chennai  

•Arul Selvam – Cuddalore  

•Prakash Tripathi – Bhopal  

The Other Media’s team works with along with public spirited volunteers in taking our work 
forward.  


























